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The Mid-Region AIDS and Cancer Specimen Resource
Department of Pathology, The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH USA
April 25, 2005
BMC Medical Informatics and Decision Making
Dear Sir or Madam:
We are submitting a reformatted version of an article entitled:
The tissue micro-array data exchange specification: A web based experience browsing imported data
for peer review in BMC Medical Informatics and Decision Making. We have been incorporating your
feedback about the formatting of another article (the DTD article) and have now incorporated revisions to
address similar formatting issues.
Formatting changes addressed
Abstract - changed the last subheading to Conclusions (also updated the abstract details on the submission
page).
Manuscript
* Changed all paragraph formats from Normal (Web) to Normal and added empty paragraphs for spacing.
* Removed the boxes and coloring and left the code as plain text.
* Changed references like [8 - 10] to [8] [9] [10].
Competing interests - wrote 'The authors declare that they have no competing interests'.
Figure title - removed the title, figure number and date and the entire footer from each figure file.
Figures - the figures were cropped closely.
Additional files - Added references to these files in the text. (Note that no extensions were changed as
'.html', '.dtd', '.bat', '.xsl', '.xml' and '.js' are correct and indicative of the applications that use them when the
code is run. Note that you can use Microsoft Word, Notepad, etc. to look at the code.)
Sincerely,
David G. Nohle
Systems Developer/Engineer
Mid-Region ACSR Website Administrator
Barbara A. Hackman
Research Assistant
ACSR Bank Manager
Leona W. Ayers, MD
Professor of Pathology
ACSR Principle Investigator